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I N T R O D U C T I O N
Goal directed actions, such as a reaching toward a briefly viewed target, often depend on feedforward movement plans, either because of the demands of movement speed (Carlton 1981; Keele and Posner 1968, 1991; Zelaznik et al. 1983) , because visual gaze is needed for some other purpose (e.g., Flanagan et al. 2008) , or because the target is no longer visible (Blohm and Crawford 2007) . The latter is often simulated in laboratory conditions, but it also occurs in natural behaviorssuch as hunting and gathering-where the object of interest frequently becomes obscured, for instance by a bush. In these situations the brain must construct internal spatial representations of target location and use these in a feedforward fashion to guide the movement (Ariff et al. 2002; Flanagan et al. 2001 Flanagan et al. , 2003 Robinson 1981) .
In theory there are two general ways to encode and remember the locations of visual targets for action: relative to the self (egocentric coding) or relative to other external landmarks (allocentric coding). For example, imagine a prehistoric hunter chasing his prey through the savanna. Suddenly, his quarry disappears into tall grass. At this point the hunter has two ways to aim a spear throw toward the hidden quarry. First, he might rely on egocentric information: the (perhaps fading) memory of the last location at which the target was visible (i.e., where it stimulated his retinas, taking into account where his eyes were pointing at the time). Alternatively, he might rely on allocentric information: the memory of the animal's last visible location relative to some salient landmark (like a tuft of differently colored grass in his visual field).
In real-world circumstances, both types of cue-egocentric and allocentric-are normally available for the brain to use. Egocentric information is always present in healthy subjects and many studies have shown that subjects can reach and point with reasonable accuracy to remembered targets based solely on egocentric cues (Batista et al. 1999; Blohm and Crawford 2007; Buneo et al. 2002; Crawford et al. 2004) . In most natural cases allocentric information can also be derived from the environment and it has been shown that this can have a strong influence on remembered target location (Krigolson and Heath 2004; Krigolson et al. 2007; Obhi and Goodale 2005) . The question, then, is how are these cues combined and weighted by the brain?
Numerous studies have attempted to differentiate the factors that determine the relative importance of these different cues. Diverse variables have been found to play an important role, including age (Hanisch et al. 2001; Lemay et al. 2004 ), memory delay (e.g., Carrozzo et al. 2002; Glover and Dixon 2004; Hay and Redon 2006; Obhi and Goodale 2005) , context (Neely et al. 2008) , and demand characteristics (Bridgeman et al. 1997) . Allocentric information can also affect reaching movements differentially depending on the relative alignment between effector movement direction and intrinsic landmark geometry (de Grave et al. 2004) . Furthermore, it has been suggested by many that allocentric information tends to dominate over egocentric when the former is present, at least when action occurs after a memory delay (e.g., Lemay et al. 2004 ; Neggers et al. 2005; Sheth and Shimojo 2004) . However, to our knowledge, the computational rules used to weight between such cues have not been tested or modeled.
One factor that is likely to influence the weighting of egocentric and allocentric information is the relative reliability of these two sources of information. In practice, the reliability of a cue is taken to be the inverse of the variance in repeated behavioral responses based solely on that cue (for a recent experimental example, see Brouwer and Knill 2009) . As a "real-world" example, when our hunter bases his spear throws on distal landmarks, he might find that he has more difficulty hitting his target (the endpoint of his spear toss might be more variable over repeated throws) than if he relied on nearby landmarks. In the former case, when only distal landmarks are available, he might tend to give more weight to his own egocentric memory of target location than he would in the latter case to compensate. From numerous experimental studies requiring subjects to respond based on two or more estimates of a given stimulus dimension, it has been found that the relative influence of these multiple cues is, at least in part, determined by their respective reliabilities, as measured from response variability in single cue control tasks (e.g., Battaglia et al. 2003; Ernst and Banks 2002; Knill 2007b; Knill and Saunders 2003; van der Kamp et al. 1997; Vaziri et al. 2006 ). Thus we expect any putative combination rule for egocentric and allocentric spatial cues to show similar dependence.
Although in many cases the brain does appear to combine multiple information sources based on accurate estimates of individual cue reliabilities, this need not always be the case. The brain might also derive heuristic rules for judging cue reliability through prior experience or evolutionary hardwiring. Returning again to our hunter story, if a strong wind was causing the landmark (the colored tuft of grass) to wave back and forth and change shape, the hunter's brain might discount this landmark as unreliable, even though its average position in fact remains rooted in the same location. This might be because in previous cases his visual system noticed that loose vegetation blowing in the wind has no value as an allocentric cue and thus he has learned to place less trust on anything in motion. We refer to such putative down-weighting of allocentric information as a "stability heuristic" that, if it exists, likely results from expectations about the usefulness of landmarks. Presumably, spatial information derived from apparently stable landmarks would weigh more heavily in an egocentric-allocentric combination than would information derived from apparently unstable ones. This question has been addressed in several studies of spatial cognition Morris 1993, 1996a,b; Burgess et al. 2004; Jeffery 1998) . For example, place cells in the rat may cease to fire for landmarks that are shifted in the presence of the animal (Jeffery 1998). Likewise, rats will learn the locations of food rewards relative to landmarks only if those landmarks are stable Morris 1993, 1996a,b) . Similarly, humans perform better in spatial memory tasks when visual landmarks never change location in the presence of the subject (Burgess et al. 2004) . However, to our knowledge, the behavioral consequences of variable apparent landmark stability on cue-combination have not been investigated directly and quantitatively in any studies of human visuomotor control.
To simultaneously test the influence of these factors (actual egocentric and allocentric reliabilities and heuristically based judgments of landmark reliability) it is necessary to make quantitative predictions. This is not trivial. For example, introducing instability in landmarks might affect both the actual reliability of allocentric information (as judged from response variability in a task where only allocentric information can be used) and activate the putative stability heuristic. These factors along with estimates of egocentric reliability might then interact in very complex ways, especially when one is dealing with a two-dimensional (2D) array of targets. Previous studies of both perception and action have dealt with such problems by using a maximum-likelihood estimator (MLE) (e.g., Battaglia et al. 2003; Ernst and Banks 2002; Knill 2007b; Knill and Saunders 2003; van der Kamp et al. 1997; Vaziri et al. 2006 ). The MLE model allows one to predict how multiple stimulus estimates with different reliabilities should combine in a statistically optimal fashion, which is exactly what we needed to do here.
In the current study we directly tested the hypotheses that 1) reaching to remembered targets is guided by an internal weighting process that combines egocentric and allocentric information, 2) that allocentric information derived from apparently unstable landmarks is weighed less than that derived from apparently stable ones (because of a stability heuristic), and that 3) this weighting process is also reliability dependent. We did this by first developing an MLE model of reaching that relied on both cue reliability and the stability heuristic. Within the model, the stability heuristic was represented via a "stability parameter" that affected weighting of egocentric and allocentric information by modulating the influence of the actual reliability of the latter. Second, we experimentally derived the parameters of this model. Finally, we used the fitted model to simulate and predict the results of a reach-to-touch paradigm in which a spatial conflict between egocentrically and allocentrically defined target locations was induced and in which the stability of visual landmarks and the actual reliability of egocentric information were systematically varied. As predicted by our model and confirmed in the RESULTS, both the stability heuristic and the actual reliability of egocentric and allocentric information contributed to the relative weighting of these cues.
M E T H O D S

Theory and design
An MLE rule weighs multiple estimates in proportion to their reliabilities. Such rules have been found to act across modalities (e.g., Battaglia et al. 2003; Ernst and Banks 2002) and within the visual modality alone (Knill 2007b; Knill and Saunders 2003; van der Kamp et al. 1997; Vaziri et al. 2006) . If landmark stability influences egocentric-allocentric weighting, it might do so in at least two ways. First, as suggested by the experiments of Burgess et al. (2004) (and others described earlier), there might be some internal stability heuristic that causes the brain to down-weigh the contribution of allocentric information based on landmarks that do not appear to be fixed at a particular location. This effect would be independent of the actual reliability of the allocentric information. Second, it might be more difficult to localize a target relative to landmarks that undergo any kind of movement, even if the movement could, in principle, be averaged out. Down-weighting of allocentric information in this latter case would be reliability dependent.
Since we framed our hypotheses in terms of an MLE model, it was necessary to develop this model in concert with the experimental design such that 1) some aspects of the data could be used to fit the model parameters, whereas 2) other aspects of the data could be used to test the model (importantly, while maintaining mutual independence between these two procedures). In brief, there were three tasks in which subjects reached to touch the remembered location of a visual target flashed briefly on a computer screen in complete darkness, after a memory delay. These tasks consisted of a cue-conflict experiment (Fig. 1A) in which egocentric and allocentric cues conflicted at test because of a subtle landmark shift during the memory delay and two controls: an egocentric-variability control (Fig. 1B) designed to measure reaching variability when no landmarks were present and an allocentric-variability control (Fig. 1C ) designed to measure reaching variability when reaching could depend only on visual landmarks. Visual landmarks were chosen to be similar to those of Krigolson and Heath (2004) , which have been shown to generate significant improvement in reaching accuracy to remembered targets.
To this basic design we added the following manipulations. First, we manipulated stability of landmarks (in both the cue-conflict experiment and the allocentric control) by imparting a vibration to them. The main intent of this manipulation was to confirm the existence of the stability heuristic in egocentric-allocentric weighting, but it was also possible that this manipulation would affect the actual reliability of allocentric information. Our allocentric control experiment allowed us to measure the latter via response variability and incorporate this into the MLE model. Second, we added another manipulation to produce corresponding variations in the reliability of the egocentric channel. It has been shown that efference copies of eye position and eye movement are used to update and maintain spatial representations within the brain (e.g., Niemeier et al. 2003) and that increasing the amplitude of gaze shifts that occur during a memory interval increases the amount of noise in spatial memory (Prime et al. 2006 (Prime et al. , 2007 . Thus during the memory delay we manipulated egocentric reliability by varying total gaze movement amplitude during the memory interval. Our egocentric control allowed us to independently measure the effects of this manipulation and incorporate this into our model.
We modeled the stability heuristic by adding a "stability parameter" to our MLE model (see following text for model details) that artificially deflates the reliability estimate for allocentric information when landmarks are unstable. This introduced the problem of how to determine a value for this parameter. Normally, testing an MLE model of cue-combination involves measuring cue reliability from response variability in single-cue control tasks. From these reliability estimates, the MLE model can be used to predict how subjects will weigh the various cues when these are simultaneously present, but possibly in conflict (e.g., Smeets et al. 2006; van Beers et al. 1999) . To obtain estimates for egocentric and allocentric reliability, of motor noise, and an estimate for the stability parameter, we instead followed procedures similar to those of Brouwer and Knill (2009) . These authors noted that MLE models predict a specific relationship between response variability in single-cue control tasks and variability in a corresponding multicue task. In our case the stability parameter also entered into this relationship. Therefore we could use this relationship between reaching variability in all three of our tasks to obtain estimates of egocentric and allocentric reliability, of motor noise, and of the stability parameter. These estimates were then incorporated into our MLE model and used to predict what the weighting should be between egocentric and allocentric cues in our cue-conflict experiment (see Fig. 2 for a graphical illustration of our procedure). Note that our procedure for determining the value of our stability parameter is not novel; for example, McGuire and Sabes (2009) used a similar approach to determine values for nonreliability-related parameters in their MLE model.
The mathematical details of our MLE model are presented in the following text (and in the APPENDIX) after a description of the experimental procedures used to obtain the reaching data set.
Participants
In all, ten right-handed human subjects participated in all three experiments (six females and four males between the ages of 20 and 49 yr). Nine of the ten subjects were naïve to the design and purpose of the experiment, whereas one was naïve only to the design. This latter subject showed results that did not differ qualitatively from those of the remaining subjects. All subjects had normal or corrected FIG. 1. A: cue-conflict experiment. Subjects were presented briefly with a to-be-remembered target (yellow) surrounded by 4 vibrating landmarks (blue). At the end of a memory delay following target and landmark offset the landmarks reappeared at a slightly shifted location. After the second landmark offset, subjects reached to touch the remembered target location. The fixation cross made 2 jumps during the memory delay to induce gaze shifts of small or large amplitude. B: egocentric-variability control experiment. Conventions are identical to the main experiment, but with no visual landmarks. C: allocentric-variability control experiment. Conventions are identical to the main experiment, but the landmark shift is much larger and subjects were to reach based on new landmark-relative target location.
to normal vision and none of these subjects had any known neuromuscular deficits. All subjects gave informed consent and all procedures involved in the experiment were approved by the York Human Participants Review Subcommittee.
Apparatus and stimuli
Subjects were seated in total darkness with the head fixed using a bite bar apparatus with a personalized dental impression. The heights of the seat and bite bar were adjusted independently so that the nasal root was vertically and horizontally aligned with the center of a cathode ray tube (CRT) display (Dell). The screen had vertical and horizontal screen dimensions of 30 cm (1,024 pixels) and 40.5 cm (1,280 pixels), a refresh rate of 70 Hz, and was situated 40 cm directly in front of the subject. To eliminate background luminance (stimuli were presented on a black background in a completely dark room) the CRT brightness was set to the minimum setting and a light absorbing film was applied to the screen surface. All stimuli were displayed on this screen, with the exception of a beep that indicated when subjects were to reach. Two 40 W desk lamps, one placed on either side of the CRT display, were also turned on automatically at regular intervals (see following text) to eliminate dark adaptation. Between trials subjects was instructed to return their fingertip to a home location positioned near the bottom right corner of the CRT on the table that supported it. At this location a coin was glued to the table to provide a distinctive surface. With fingertip at the home location the subject's arm was resting comfortably on a table at the same height as the base of the CRT display.
Reaching responses were measured using a two camera Optotrak 3020 (Northern Digital) tracking system. These cameras continuously recorded (sampling frequency of 150 Hz) the three-dimensional positions of three infrared-emitting diodes (IREDs) placed along the right index finger, with one near the fingertip, another about 1 cm more proximal along the finger, and another nearly 1 cm further proximal. IRED position data from the Optotrak were not filtered. Gaze direction was continuously monitored (sampling frequency of 120 Hz) by a head-mounted infrared eye-tracking system (Applied Science Laboratories) that monitored the left eye. Eye-tracking data were filtered to remove rapid signal changes corresponding to unnatural eye movement speeds of Ͼ1,000°/s. This was accomplished simply by removing the data starting at the high speed movement onset and the point of return to premovement baseline. The empty space was interpolated if it did not last Ͼ400 ms; otherwise the trial was discarded. The same interpolation procedure was used to remove eyeblinks.
All stimuli were generated with a Windows-based Pentium 4 PC (Dell) using MATLAB 6.5 (The MathWorks) along with the Psychophysics Toolbox v3.0.8 (Brainard 1997; Pelli 1997) . The to-beremembered target stimulus consisted of a single, filled yellow disc with a diameter of 1°visual angle. For a given trial, this target stimulus could appear anywhere on a circular annulus with inner radius of 11°and outer radius of 13°centered at the screen center. The   FIG. 2 . A: cue-conflict experiment. B: egocentric-variability control experiment. Same as cue-conflict task without landmarks. C: allocentric-variability control experiment. Same as cue-conflict, but landmark shift was large and subjects were to reach based on new landmark-relative target location. Variable reaching error in all 3 experiments was assumed to arise partly from a common motor source with covariance ⌺ m . Within the egocentric and allocentric control experiments additional variability was assumed to come from representational sources with covariances given by ⌺ e and ⌺ a , respectively. Within the cue-conflict experiment additional variability was assumed to come from a combination of egocentric and allocentric representational sources that depends on the stability parameter p. D: assuming our maximum-likelihood estimator (MLE) model is accurate, it provides a way to recover ⌺ e , ⌺ a , ⌺ m , and p from the observed variable error in all three experiments. Based on the resulting values for ⌺ e , ⌺ a , and p the model is able to predict egocentric-allocentric weighting in the cue-conflict experiment. Note that the mean weighting of reaching responses in the various cue-conflict experimental conditions constitutes a data set that has no a priori relationship with reaching variability.
visual landmarks consisted of four identical blue discs, each with a diameter of 1°, positioned at the vertices of a virtual square with a 7°e dge length. On any given trial this virtual square was positioned so that the to-be-remembered target occupied a random location within a smaller central square region of 60% of the width of the full virtual square. Furthermore, the virtual square, and thus the collection of visual landmarks, would vibrate about its average position with either a small or a large amplitude. In particular, the small vibration amplitude was chosen so that each individual landmark in this condition maintained a relatively large region of overlap with its initial position at all times. Thus landmarks in this condition were taken as "stable" because they appeared to wobble about in place but not to change location completely. We chose the large vibration amplitude such that each individual landmark maintained no constant region of overlap with itself and thus appeared to move from place to place within a limited region of space. In both low vibration amplitude (stable) and high vibration amplitude (unstable) conditions the landmarks had well-defined average locations (i.e., there was no net "drift") and could, in principle, have been equally useful to subjects. Our assumption here was that the relatively unstable, larger vibration amplitude landmarks would be judged as less useful by subjects as an allocentric cue. The vibration itself consisted of independent horizontal and vertical sinusoidal motion, with horizontal and vertical oscillation frequencies on each trial being chosen randomly and independently from the range 6.67-10 Hz. Choosing both vibration frequency components independently ensured that the overall motion did not appear to be circular. The small and large vibration amplitudes were chosen to be 0.2 and 0.6°, respectively, which satisfied the definitions of stable and unstable given earlier.
Visual fixation during the experiment was controlled by means of a fixation cross consisting of two identical bars that had a width of 0.17°a nd a length of 0.67°. At the beginning of each trial and throughout target presentation the fixation cross would be present at the center of the screen. Gaze shifts of either small or large amplitude were generated by having the fixation cross make a sequence of two jumps. During such a sequence, the cross would first disappear from the screen center and then reappear at an intermediate location 100 ms later. After 750 ms the cross would disappear again and reappear at its final location 100 ms later. The intermediate and final locations were chosen randomly within two constraints: 1) the final location had to be within a disc of 6°radius centered at the original location and 2) the overall movement amplitude had to be either small (10°) or large (30°). Throughout this sequence subjects were required to follow the cross with their eyes.
Experimental paradigm
The entire experiment consisted of three sessions, the first of which was the main cue-conflict experiment, the second session was the egocentric-variability control experiment, and the third was the allocentric-variability control experiment. All sessions were performed on separate days separated by Ն2 wk. Each session also began with a simple calibration block that allowed IRED positions to be converted easily into screen-relative reach endpoint coordinates. The two control experiments were run after the cue-conflict experiment to ensure that they did not somehow affect the behavior of subjects in the main experiment.
Cue-conflict experiment
Each trial of the cue-conflict experiment (see Fig. 1A ) began with the subject fixating the centrally presented cross for 2 s. At the end of this period the yellow target disc and vibrating visual landmarks would appear for 1.5 s, with the target situated randomly within the centered annulus and the landmarks situated relative to the target as described earlier. Although the visual landmarks would vibrate whenever present, the target itself was always perfectly stationary whenever visible. Trials with small or large vibration amplitude (i.e., stable or unstable trials) were randomly interleaved. Furthermore, subjects were explicitly instructed to ignore the "vibrating blue dots." Following a 500 ms delay after target/landmark offset the fixation cross would execute the small or large movement sequence described earlier, with small and large movement trials randomly interleaved. In total then, we had four unique experimental conditions, v. These were sv_sgs (small landmark vibration-small gaze shift), sv_lgs (small landmark vibration-large gaze shift), lv_sgs (large landmark vibration-small gaze shift), or lv_lgs (large landmark vibration-large gaze shift). To introduce cue-conflict the vibrating landmarks would reappear 300 ms after completion of the eye-movement sequence for another 1.5 s, but with their collective center shifted in a random direction by 3 visual degrees. The rationale here was that the shift in landmarks should have had no effect on an egocentric memory of target location, but that reaching based on allocentric information would be shifted with the landmarks. Thus the location that the target would occupy if it had shifted with the visual landmarks will be referred to from here on as the allocentric location. At landmark offset the fixation cross would disappear and the subject would hear a beep indicating that they should touch the screen at the remembered location of the yellow target disc. Subjects were allowed to direct their gaze freely throughout the reaching phase. After another 2.5 s a second, return-signal beep would sound indicating that subjects should return their finger to the home position. The next trial would begin immediately. Every fifth trial was a "throwaway" trial during which the 40 W lamps were illuminated to prevent dark adaptation. After every 20 trials subjects were given a 35 s rest period during which the lamps were illuminated. In total subjects performed 130 nonilluminated trials, with results from the first 10 discarded as practice trials. Sample eye and finger traces for one subject are shown in Supplemental Fig. S1 . 
Egocentric-variability control experiment
The egocentric-variability control experiment is depicted in Fig.  1B . The procedure for this control experiment was identical in all aspects to the main experiment described earlier, with the exception that no landmarks were ever presented. Thus subjects presumably only ever had egocentric information about target location to work with. Again, every fifth trial was a "throwaway" trial during which the 40 W lamps were illuminated to prevent dark adaptation. After every 20 trials subjects were given a 35 s rest period during which the lamps were illuminated. In total subjects performed 90 nonilluminated trials, with results from the first 10 discarded as practice trials.
Allocentric-variability control experiment
The allocentric-variability control experiment shown in Fig. 1C was nearly identical to the main experiment. There were three differences. First, subjects were instructed explicitly to remember where the target was relative to the "vibrating blue dots." Second, the small shift in location of the vibrating visual landmarks from first to second presentation was accompanied by an additional, large translational shift. To generate this shift, the vector connecting the subject's nasal root and the original landmark center of geometry was rotated about the axis connecting the subject's nasal root and the screen center by a random angle of between 45 and 315°. The tip of this rotated vector was taken as the new center of geometry for the translated landmarks. Thus the location of the landmarks on their second presentation was unrelated to their location during the first presentation, but was subject to the same overall constraints on possible location. Third, during the reaching phase of this task, subjects were required to touch to the location that the target would have had if it had shifted with the landmarks.
Optotrak calibration
This calibration session consisted of 20 simple trials in which the head-fixed subject would reach to touch a yellow target disc that would appear at a random location within the centered annulus described earlier. IRED position data in the Optotrak intrinsic coordinate system were then combined off-line with the known screen coordinates for the various target presentations to generate a linear mapping between IRED position and screen coordinates. This procedure eliminated the need to place precisely the CRT screen relative to the Optotrak coordinate system and it eliminated the need to place precisely and identically the IREDs on the fingers of different subjects.
Data analysis
All data analysis occurred off-line using custom software written in MATLAB (The MathWorks). Each trial from all experimental sessions (calibration, egocentric-variability control, allocentric-variability control, and main cue-conflict experiment) involved a reaching response phase that began with a beep signaling the start of reaching, a 2.5 s movement period, and a second, return-signal beep indicating that subjects were to return their finger to the home location. Any trial in which a subject's finger moved faster than 1 cm/s before the start signal was discarded. To determine IRED coordinates for a given reaching response the Optotrak-measured IRED positions were averaged over a nearly 300 ms period that occurred within the movement period and in close temporal proximity to the corresponding returnsignal beep. For most trials this averaging period began 300 ms before the return signal and ended at the return signal. However, sometimes a subject would begin returning his/her fingertip early or would make a finger movement exceeding a criterion velocity of 5 cm/s within this time period. In such cases the last 300 ms period preceding the return signal in which the velocity criterion was not exceeded was selected as the averaging period. This was done, as opposed to choosing one deceleration point (as just one on many examples, see Krigolson et al. 2007) , to ensure subjects had reached their final selected position and to smooth out irrelevant noise (e.g., van Beers et al. 1999) .
To generate a mapping between IRED coordinates and screenrelative coordinates of the fingertip at the end of a reaching movement the known screen coordinates of the target presentations in the calibration sessions were regressed against IRED coordinates determined using the averaging procedure described earlier. This regression was a simple least-squares fitting of an eight parameter linear model. Once the calibration parameters were determined IRED coordinates of a reaching endpoint could be mapped to screen-relative coordinates for the control and main experiment sessions. The fitting procedure was carried out independently for each of the three IREDs and the IRED that generated the fit with the smallest predicted residual sum of squares (Allen 1974 ) statistic was used to determine screen-relative reaching endpoints in the subsequent control or main experiment session. This measure is more appropriate than a simple R 2 value because it measures the predictive ability of the fit-exactly what we wish to know.
During each trial of the control or main experiments fixation was deemed acceptable if gaze did not deviate from the cross by more than Ϯ1°in the horizontal or vertical direction. The gaze shift sequence was deemed acceptable if: 1) the first eye movement began after the cross appeared at the intermediate location and reached the cross at this location before it disappeared and 2) the second eye movement began after the cross appeared at its final location and reached the cross at this location within 300 ms of its appearance (thus ensuring gaze was properly located at the start of the second landmark presentation phase). Any trial in which gaze shifts did not satisfy these criteria was discarded. Furthermore, the raw data were trimmed of outliers using the Chauvenet procedure (Taylor 1997) . For both control experiments the correct target location for a given trial was subtracted from the raw reaching endpoint to generate a set of target-relative responses. The Chauvenet procedure was applied to both the x-and y-components of the set of target-relative reaching endpoints for each subject/condition conjunction. In the main cueconflict experiment the model in Eq. 1 was fit to the raw data for each subject/condition conjunction and the Chauvenet procedure was applied to the x-and y-components of the fit residuals.
In the main cue-conflict experiment target location, landmark shift direction, and landmark position relative to target were chosen at random within the previously described constraints. To make data from each trial comparable the transformation process depicted in Fig. 3A was performed on the reaching data. First, reaching endpoints for a given subject were corrected to remove any systematic reaching bias (not depicted in the figure) . That is, the vector connecting target and reaching endpoint for a given trial was averaged across all conditions and trials for a given subject and was subtracted from all of that subject's individual reaching endpoints. Next, the corrected reaching endpoint from a given trial was transformed by the unique set of translation, rotation, and scaling operations that would bring the original target location and allocentric location, if similarly transformed, to the origin and the (1, 0) position of the new coordinate system, respectively. The x-component of this transformed reaching endpoint will be referred to as its allocentric weight. Thus an allocentric weight of 0 would imply a reaching endpoint at the original target location (neglecting the component perpendicular to the shift direction) and an allocentric weight of 1 would imply a reaching endpoint at the allocentric location (the location of the target if it had shifted with the landmarks). Note: when we fit our MLE model in the following text, we fit it to the raw data without any of the above-cited transformations.
For the control experiments a measure of overall variable reaching error relative to target location was required for each combination of subject and eye-movement/vibration amplitude condition (small/ large). Each reaching endpoint (in screen coordinates) for a given combination was translated by subtracting from it the actual target location on that trial. The overall reaching variance estimate of these target-relative responses was taken to be the root-mean-square of the eigenvalues of their covariance matrix. We chose this measure because it behaves like the area of a confidence ellipse for relatively isotropic reaching endpoint distributions, but more like a one-dimensional (1D) variance for highly elongated distributions. In the latter case one could in principle find a confidence ellipse that was very long in one dimension, but short enough in the other that it maintained a relatively small area. In this case area would not be a particularly good measure of reaching variability.
Details of model
When reaching for a target we assumed that the brain relies on at least two estimates of target location, r a;v,s and r e;v,s , where r a;v,s is an allocentric estimate based on visual landmarks and r e;v,s is an egocentric estimate. Here, v refers to the collection of conditions under which the target is perceived and the reaching takes place, whereas s refers to the fact that these estimates might vary systematically between individual subjects, even under otherwise identical conditions. We further assumed that these estimates are bivariate normal random variables (we restrict the model to two spatial dimensions here) with expectation values of r a and r e , the actual allocentrically and egocentrically defined target locations, and covariances of ⌺ a;v,s and ⌺ e;v,s . The overall form of our model was chosen to be a simple, but general linear mapping of the form Next, if an individual subject were actually performing a reliabilitydependent MLE integration of stored egocentric and allocentric information about target location, then the weight matrices in Eq. 1 (and therefore Eq. 2) should be determined fully and uniquely by the variability inherent in estimates derived from these cues. In direct analogy with the well-known 1D case, the weighting of each cue would be given by If we wish to test the reliability-dependent MLE model defined by Eqs. 1 and 3, then we need to find an estimate of p v,s . This was accomplished by assuming that subjects were performing an MLE combination and then using the predicted relationship between variability in the three experiments to determine uniquely the values for ⌺ a;v,s , ⌺ e;v,s , the motor noise covariance matrix, and p v,s . If the MLE assumption were in fact correct, then mean reaching endpoints in the cue-conflict experiment should be well described by the combination of Eqs. 1 and 3.
Model fitting
After standard least-squares fitting to the raw endpoint data set (no removal of systematic biases or transformation to allocentric weights, etc.), we used Eq. 2 without the combined variability term to generate a set of predicted reaching endpoints for each subject in each condition. These calculated values were then transformed (as described earlier) into a corresponding set of allocentric weights, which we refer to here as direct-fit allocentric weights. Next, after determining estimates for ⌺ a;v,s , ⌺ e;v,s , the motor noise covariance matrix, and the stability parameter p v,s from reaching endpoint variability (details in the APPENDIX), we replaced the directly fitted values of W v,s in Eq. 2 with the values from Eq. 3. This allowed us to calculate the set of MLE allocentric weights for each subject in each experimental condition. If subjects really were performing an MLE combination of egocentric and allocentric information in the cue-conflict experiment, as we assumed, then the MLE allocentric weights should be identical to the direct-fit allocentric weights. To compare the between-subjects means for MLE and direct-fit allocentric weights in each experimental condition we performed a bootstrapping procedure (see APPENDIX).
R E S U L T S
General effect of landmark shift
Before examining the effects of reliability or the stability heuristic on cue-combination we first confirmed that both egocentric and allocentric information were being combined by After correcting all reaching endpoints for systematic reaching bias (see METHODS) each response (small red circle) was transformed by translating, rotating, and scaling its position vector so that the original target (solid orange disc) would be at the origin of the new coordinate system and the allocentric location (large, dashed blue circle) would be at the (1, 0) location. B: overall effect of landmark according to shift direction. The orange disc at the center of the circular plot represents original target location, whereas the blue outer circle represents the set of possible allocentric locations. The mean allocentric weight for a given direction is represented by the intersection point of the solid black curve with the dashed gray line segment corresponding to that direction. The solid curve itself is a cubic spline interpolation of these intersection points and simply serves as a guide to the eye. subjects in the main cue-conflict experiment. If subjects were, indeed, relying on such a combination, then we would expect their reaching endpoints to satisfy two conditions. First, subjects should have touched on average a location between the original, egocentric target presentation location and the shifted, allocentric location. Such an effect can be seen for one example subject in Fig. 4 . The entire set of raw, target-relative reaching endpoints is divided into four panels according to the quadrant direction of the landmark shift. For example, the top left panel shows reaching endpoints (filled black circles) that followed landmark shifts to the upper-left quadrant of directions. Not surprisingly, the reaching endpoints here appear quite noisy, first because the scale is quite focused and, more fundamentally, these endpoints are influenced by baseline noise, eye movement-induced noise (described earlier), and motor noise. However, the mean reaching endpoint (thick red circles) for this subject and for a given set of shift directions (i.e., upward and to the left, upward and to the right, etc.) was always shifted away from the original target location (origin) toward the line of allocentrically defined locations (blue arcs). Thus the landmark shift had a systematic effect in this subject.
To verify that subjects' reaching endpoints were, on average, between the egocentric and allocentric locations we first computed the mean allocentric weight for each subject in each experimental condition. Recall, the allocentric weight measure for a given reaching endpoint should be zero if a subject is using only egocentric information or one if that subject is using only allocentric information. We found overall between-subjects allocentric weight means (ϮSE) of M sv_sgs ϭ 0.52 Ϯ 0.09, M sv_lgs ϭ 0.44 Ϯ 0.09, M lv_sgs ϭ 0.26 Ϯ 0.09, and M lv_lgs ϭ 0.39 Ϯ 0.08. For each experimental condition we compared the set of 10 subject means to zero, a purely egocentric response, and to one, a purely allocentric response. This set of eight comparisons was performed with standard t-tests, using the stepwise Holm-Bonferroni procedure to correct for multiple comparisons. All tests were found to be significant at the ␣ ϭ 0.05 level (comparison with zero: p sv_sgs ϭ 0.001, p sv_lgs ϭ 0.002, p lv_sgs ϭ 0.016, p lv_lgs ϭ 0.002; comparison with one: p sv_sgs ϭ 0.002, p sv_lgs ϭ 0.0006, p lv_sgs ϭ 0.0001, p lv_lgs ϭ 0.0003). Thus in all conditions subjects touched a point between the original target location and the allocentric location, as expected if both cues were being used.
If subjects used visual landmarks as an allocentric cue, then their reaching endpoints should also have covaried with the location of the target relative to the landmarks. For any given trial in our task the location of the visual target relative to the center of the landmark array (on its first presentation) should predict where the subject touches relative to the landmark array center on its second presentation. To test this we regressed reaching endpoint relative to shifted landmark array center against target location relative to the original landmark array center for each subject in each condition. Horizontal and vertical components were regressed separately. This yielded a set of 20 correlation coefficients (two for each subject, one horizontal and one vertical) for each experimental condition. Between-subject means for correlation coefficients within each experimental condition were found to be significantly greater than zero (Holm-Bonferroni corrected P values ranging from 0.001 to 0.013 after Fisher r-to-z transform), indicating that subjects were indeed using the visual landmarks as allocentric cues (all correlation coefficient values are presented in Supplemental Table S1 ).
The preceding results confirm that our subjects used both egocentric and allocentric information to different degrees, but they do not tell us how they weighted these factors to choose a particular reaching direction. To test this we had to examine how egocentric-allocentric weighting was affected by our stability and reliability manipulations (see METHODS). However, first we had to determine the exact effect these manipulations had on variable reaching errors so that we could parameterize our MLE model. Therefore in the next three sections we present results from our two control experiments before returning to the cue-conflict experiment.
Effect of gaze amplitude in the egocentric control
One purpose of the egocentric-variability experiment was to test our assumption that the overall gaze trajectory length influences the amount of variability in memory-guided reaching endpoints when only egocentric information is available. Any increase in variability, we assume, must be indicative of decreased reliability in maintained egocentric information. Raw, target-relative reaching endpoints are shown in Fig. 5 for one typical subject. For this subject, reaching endpoints were more variable after large than after small gaze shifts. In fact, the overall reaching variance (defined earlier) was greater in the large versus small gaze-shift conditions for nine of ten subjects, with between-subjects means of M sgs ϭ 3.1 Ϯ 0.4 cm 2 and M lgs ϭ 5.3 Ϯ 1.3 cm 2 . A priori we would not expect overall reaching variance as defined here to be a normally distributed quantity. Therefore we compared small and large gaze-shift conditions using a paired-samples Wilcoxon signedrank test, yielding a significant difference across participants (P ϭ 0.012). Thus the gaze-shift manipulation appears to have had the expected effect on egocentric information about target location. We will return to this data set when we use it to predict weighting in our main cue-conflict experiment.
Effect of gaze amplitude in the allocentric control
One purpose of the allocentric-variability control experiment was to test our assumption that varying gaze-shift amplitudes had no effect on allocentric information about target location. In this experiment subjects could generate accurate reaching endpoints only by using allocentric information. To confirm that subjects actually were attempting to reach accurately to the correct landmark-relative target location, as opposed to simply using some other heuristic (e.g., reaching to where they last saw the center of the landmark array), we performed the same regression procedure as we did to verify the use of allocentric information in the main cue-conflict experiment. If subjects were using the visual landmarks as an allocentric cue, then the regression slopes should have been equal to one (because, up to random noise and systematic offsets, the reaching endpoint on a given trial should have been equal to the original landmark-relative location of the visual target). Between-subject means for correlation coefficients within each experimental condition were found to be significantly greater than zero for horizontal and vertical directions (Holm-Bonferroni corrected P values ranging from 0.0002 to 0.006 after Fisher r-to-z transform), whereas regression slopes were not found to differ significantly from one (P ϭ 1 for all comparisons, except P ϭ 0.3 for the horizontal sv_sgs slope), indicating that subjects were using the visual landmarks as an allocentric cue (all correlation coefficient and slope values are presented in Supplemental Table S1 ).
Sample raw, target-relative reaching data for one subject in the allocentric-variability control experiment is shown in Fig. 6 . Reaching endpoint variability for this subject appears to be similar in all conditions. To quantitatively examine the effect of gaze-shift amplitude on allocentric information across all subjects we calculated the overall reaching variance for each subject in each condition, giving between-subjects means of M sv_sgs ϭ 3.8 Ϯ 0.7 cm 2 , M sv_lgs ϭ 4.1 Ϯ 0.8 cm 2 , M lv_sgs ϭ 3.5 Ϯ 0.7 cm 2 , and M lv_lgs ϭ 3.7 Ϯ 0.6 cm 2 . Comparing the small and large gaze-shift means within each vibration amplitude condition revealed no significant difference within the small vibration condition (Wilcoxon signed-rank, P ϭ 0.13) or within the large vibration amplitude condition (Wilcoxon signed-rank, P ϭ 0.49). Thus varying gaze-shift amplitude did not appear to affect reliability of allocentric information about target location. Again, we will return to this data set when we use it to predict reaching endpoints in our cue-conflict experiment.
Effect of varying landmark vibration amplitude
Varying the vibration amplitude of the landmarks could have two effects. First, in accord with our intention, subjects might judge an unstable landmark to be less useful than a more stable landmark and place less weight on the former compared with the latter when combining this information with egocentric information. Second, it could induce noise directly into the allocentric information for reaching, thereby decreasing allocentric reliability (as gaze did for egocentric information). To test this second possibility we compared the overall reaching variance within each gaze-shift amplitude condition of the allocentric-variability control experiment. No significant difference was found within either the small gaze-shift condition (Wilcoxon signed-rank, P ϭ 0.49) or the large gaze-shift condition (Wilcoxon signed-rank, P ϭ 1). Thus we were
Horizontal target-relative reaching endpoint (cm) Vertical target-relative reaching endpoint (cm) Sample reaching data from the allocentric control experiment 6. All target-relative reaching endpoints generated by this subject in all 4 conditions of the allocentric-variability control experiment. Each filled circle represents one target-relative reaching endpoint, whereas the orange disc at the center of the panel represents the target location for all trials. This subject shows a slight leftward reaching bias, but no such effect is seen across subjects. Top 2 panels show sample small gaze shift and large gaze shift eye movement traces for one subject in the egocentric-variability control experiment. Subject gaze always starts at center. Bottom left/right panels: All target-relative reaching endpoints generated by this subject in the small/large gaze shift condition. Each filled circle represents one target-relative reaching endpoint, whereas the orange disc at the center of the panel represents the target location for all trials. successful in varying landmark stability without influencing actual reliability in the allocentric channel. We will return to this data set when we use it to predict weighting in our main cue-conflict experiment.
Weighting as a function of landmark stability and reliability
We hypothesized that subjects would place less weight on unstable landmarks relative to stable landmarks. Thus even though landmark vibration amplitude appeared to have no effect on allocentric reliability, we still expected subjects to produce smaller allocentric weights for landmarks with high vibration amplitude (unstable) compared with the low-amplitude vibration condition (stable). Given that larger gaze-shift amplitudes produced more egocentric reaching variability, but had no effect on allocentric reliability, we hypothesized that subjects would have generated relatively larger allocentric weights for larger gaze shifts than for small ones. To test these predictions we performed a mixed-model ANOVA on the full set of allocentric weights, with gaze-shift amplitude and landmark vibration amplitude as two, two-level fixed factors, and subject ID as a random factor.
In Fig. 3B , the set of allocentric weights from all trials was divided into four bins for each subject according to the corresponding landmark shift direction (up and to the left, up and to the right, down and to the right, down and to the left) and the means for each direction bin were averaged over subjects. Individual subjects showed quite variable allocentric weightings, with intersubject variance confirmed to be a significant factor in the data [F(9,4.57) ϭ 7.21, P ϭ 0.027], and with allocentric weight means for individual subjects ranging from 0.21 to 0.90 (see Supplemental Fig. S2 for a direction-dependent breakdown of individual subject allocentric weights).
In Fig. 7 , the mean allocentric weights are plotted as a function of landmark shift direction, with data separated according to vibration amplitude in the upper circle and data separated according to gaze-shift amplitude in the lower circle. From the top panel it appears as though landmarks with a small vibration amplitude (red curve) had a greater effect on reaching endpoints than did landmarks with a large vibration amplitude (blue curve), especially along a tilted vertical axis. This main effect of landmark vibration amplitude was found to be significant [F(1,9.83) ϭ 6.2, P ϭ 0.032], with the mean betweensubjects allocentric weight for large vibration amplitude trials being 0.48 compared with a mean of 0.33 for the small amplitude vibration trials, but no main effect of gaze-shift amplitude. Thus visual vibration had the only clear effect on the weighting of allocentric information.
Returning to our original model, we used only raw reaching endpoint variability from the main and control experiments in an optimization procedure to derive estimates of egocentric and allocentric reliability, of motor noise, and of the stability parameter p v,s (see APPENDIX). These estimates allowed us to substitute the weight matrices in Eq. 2 with MLE estimates from Eq. 3 to produce the set of MLE allocentric weights. The results of this procedure are shown in Fig. 8 . Our model clearly predicted that allocentric information derived from unstable landmarks would be weighed less by subjects in egocentricallocentric combination than would those derived from stable landmarks, even though stable and unstable landmarks resulted in similar allocentric reliabilities. This pattern is consistent with the measured data described earlier.
To analyze our data in a more quantitative fashion, we fit the model embodied in Eq. 2 to the raw reaching endpoints measured in the main cue-conflict experiment. Calculating direct-fit allocentric weights from this model (as described earlier) also produced trends that were qualitatively and quantitatively similar to the MLE allocentric weights (see Fig. 8 7 . Effect of experimental manipulations on allocentric weights. The orange disc at the center of each subplot represents target location, whereas the dashed blue circle represents the set of allocentric locations. Each dashed line segment corresponds to an angular bin and its intersection with a solid, closed contour represents the mean allocentric weight for landmark shift directions in that bin averaged over subjects.
cal difference between the direct-fit allocentric weights and the corresponding MLE allocentric weight predictions. We also tested whether our model was able to reproduce specific allocentric weights corresponding to different landmark shift directions (e.g., van Beers et al. 1999) . To do this, we calculated direct-fit and MLE allocentric weights as before, but averaged them separately for each full quadrant of shift directions. The model results agreed well with the quadrant-specific effects observed in the experimental data (Supplemental Fig. S3) .
To verify the importance of the stability parameter, we recalculated the MLE allocentric weights under the constraint that p v,s ϭ 1 for all conditions. The resulting allocentric weight predictions are also depicted in Fig. 8 , with the bootstrapping procedure revealing significant differences between the predictions of this reduced model and the actual data. Thus allowing a value of p v,s Ͼ1 (i.e., allowing for a reduced reliance on unstable landmarks regardless of actual reliability) was essential to accurately predicting the empirical data.
D I S C U S S I O N
Performance in egocentric and allocentric controls
Our control results confirm that subjects were able to reach to remembered targets with reasonable accuracy based on either egocentric or allocentric cues in isolation. This is demonstrated by the fact that between-subjects means for our measure of variable error were at most a little over 5 cm 2 for any of our control experiments, small compared with the area over which target location varied. Furthermore, in the allocentric-variability control experiment reaching endpoints within the final landmark array were strongly correlated with target location within the original array, supporting our assumption that subjects would use the landmarks in the intended way.
In comparison with other experiments that involve openloop reaches to remembered targets, endpoint variability in our task was substantially larger than that measured in some experiments (e.g., Krigolson and Heath 2004) , but smaller than that measured in others (e.g., Lemay et al. 2004 ). In addition, Lemay et al. (2004) found that reaches based solely on allocentric information tend to be less variable than reaches based solely on egocentric information. We found no such difference in our results, but our paradigm was also different in numerous aspects. The relative similarity in endpoint variability we found between egocentric and allocentric tasks is consistent with the roughly equal weighting we found between egocentric and allocentric cues in the cue-conflict experiment (see next section).
Importantly, perhaps within our egocentric-variability control experiment we found that larger gaze shifts during the memory delay induced more variability in reaching endpoints, confirming one assumption behind our experimental design (Prime et al. 2007 ). This finding is consistent with the idea that egocentric representations of target location are continuously updated each time the eyes move (Henriques et al. 1998; Khan et al. 2005a,b; Medendorp and Crawford 2002; Medendorp et al. 2003b; Merriam et al. 2003) . In contrast, in the allocentricvariability control results we found that gaze-shift amplitude had no effect on reach variability, consistent with the general assumption that landmark-relative representations are likely useful because they do not vary with the orientation or configuration of the self in space (e.g., Burgess 2006) . The fact that landmark vibration amplitude had little effect on reaching variability in the allocentric task was unexpected, but fortuitous-it meant we were primarily manipulating landmark stability without affecting the reliability of allocentric information and could attribute any change in weighting to the stability heuristic. Each of these factors was then accounted for in our MLE analysis of the cue-conflict experiment, central to the main goals of the experiment.
Weighting of egocentric and allocentric factors in the cue-conflict experiment
As predicted by our MLE model, the shifting visual landmarks in our experiment tended to draw subjects' reaching responses away from the original target location and toward the allocentric location. Although the weighting factor varied considerably across subjects, both the model predictions and empirical data indicated an overall average weighting of roughly 60% egocentric and 40% allocentric. In some respects it is surprising that allocentric cues had this much effect on reaching because in debriefing sessions after the cue-conflict experiment subjects indicated that they sometimes detected the allocentric shifts. Indeed, Kording et al. (2007) showed that judgments about a target's perceived location can be heavily influenced by whether a visual cue and an auditory cue to that target's actual location are perceived as coming from a common source or two separate FIG. 8. Top: solid, light gray bars are between-subjects means for direct-fit allocentric weights in the small and large landmark vibration conditions. Error bars are between-subjects SE. Solid, dark gray bars are predictions from our full reliability-dependent MLE model. Hollow bars are corresponding predictions from the reduced model, without the stability parameter. Bottom: same as top, but with data grouped according to gaze shift amplitude. Statistical differences are at the ␣ ϭ 0.05 level and are derived from bootstrapping (see APPENDIX).
sources. Given that our MLE model well reproduces our data, this suggests that the weighting of allocentric cues is either hardwired into the visuomotor system or independent of conscious awareness.
We cannot rule out the possibility that allocentric weighting in our experiment would have been even higher if the shifts were not at all detectible, but this was not possible to test in our design because it would require cue shifts to be too small to produce statistical effects against the background noise in our subjects' performance. We also cannot rule out the possibility that our instructions (ignore the blue dots) did not lessen the effect of the shifting landmarks. Furthermore, Dassonville and Bala (2004) showed that pointing to egocentric targets can be influenced by an "off-center" frame that shifts the subject's estimate of straight ahead. Our frame was much smaller than that of Dassonville and Bala (2004) and other interpretations of their results exist (e.g., de Grave et al. 2002) . In principle, however, this effect could have produced or influenced the overall shift results we found. Nonetheless, given the good agreement between our MLE model and our data in all four experimental conditions, and even across shift directions (Supplemental Fig. S3 ), we believe that we have provided strong support for our hypothesis: that humans can and do combine egocentric and allocentric cues to reach toward remembered targets. This finding underscores the brain's ability to draw on multiple available information sources when generating behavior, as opposed to simply following some fixed strategy in which only a subset of relevant stimulus information is used in any given context. Our model predicted a main effect of landmark stability on mean reaching endpoints that was in quantitative agreement with the empirically observed value. Thus egocentric and allocentric visual information appear to be combined by the brain in a stimulus-dependent fashion when generating reaching responses to remembered targets. The fact that a reduced version of our model, one with no stability parameter, could not account for this finding confirms our second hypothesis: that human subjects use heuristic information beyond actual reliability when combining egocentric and allocentric information.
Here, our work extends the results of Burgess et al. (2004) . These authors had subjects pick which object out of an array of previously viewed objects had been covertly shifted during a brief delay period in which the subject was blindfolded. During this delay, a variety of manipulations could have occurred, including rotation of the circular table on which the objects lay, displacement of an external visual landmark (not on the table), or displacement of the subject via guided walking to a new location around the table. Of relevance here, performance was found to be higher for stationary table/stationary landmark conditions (conditions in which the landmark could be useful) when subjects had not yet been exposed to trials in which the external landmark shifted location between presentation and test (i.e., they seemed to rely more heavily on the landmark when it was thought to be stable). In our work we go further by explicitly examining the cue-combination question and MLE weighting predictions. However, subjects in the Burgess et al. (2004) task were likely down-weighting allocentric information because of their past experience with the landmark on previous trial of the experiment. This is not the case in our experiment because the landmarks were equally useful regardless of stability and thus subjects should not have learned to down-weight them. Thus our subjects must have learned previously or have been hardwired to assume moving landmarks would be less useful.
If one only considers performance within the confines of an impoverished laboratory environment, this implementation by the brain of a stability heuristic is not optimal behavior. This is because (as we showed) the large amplitude vibration of the cue did not degrade reaching responses. However, the stability parameter in our model was based on the assumption that in natural settings a stability heuristic might actually be optimal. In nature, landmark motion cannot be assumed to result from vibration in one place, but instead is more likely to be motion that would interrupt its validity as a spatial cue and/or would require extensive temporal averaging to cancel. Thus our data were consistent with this hypothesis and, from this broader perspective, it appears that our subjects' performance was optimized for behavior in natural, unpredictable settings.
Unexpectedly, we did not find any changes in cue weighting when we varied gaze path length (and thus egocentric reliability) during the memory delay. At first glance, this result appeared (even to us) not only counterintuitive, but to contradict the predictions of our egocentric-variability control experiment in which reaching variability increased by 42% between small and large gaze-shift conditions. Based on this, we expected to see a marked difference in cue weighting in these two versions of our cue-conflict experiment. However, this intuition proved false when the data were quantitatively tested against a full MLE model. In brief, the reason is that our initial intuitions were based on a 1D approximation to an inherently 2D quantity. As indicated by the results from our full MLE model, the predicted difference for large versus small gaze shifts (Fig. 8, bottom) was simply too small for us to detect in this data set. In general, these results highlight the difficulty of making intuitive predictions when several different interacting factors are at play: quantitative models are required. However, the good agreement between our full MLE model and the data confirm our third hypothesis: that egocentric and allocentric information appear to be combined in a reliability-dependent fashion.
Comparison to previous cue-combination studies
As discussed in the INTRODUCTION, numerous studies have investigated the factors that influence egocentric-allocentric combination for reaching. However, few if any have actually examined the role that intrinsic stimulus properties play in the underlying combination rule. By showing that a reliabilitydependent MLE model could account quantitatively for our results we have provided further support for the idea that the brain generally combines information in a statistically optimal fashion. However, we have also shown that additional stimulus properties that do not necessarily influence cue reliability must also be taken into account to fully understand the cue-combination process that allows for a motor response. We emphasize the motor nature of our task because Knill (2005) showed that the details of cue-combination do indeed vary based on whether a response is motor or perceptual. Thus our findings might not generalize to the latter domain.
Of course, it is possible that additional variables that we did not explicitly consider may have contributed to endpoint vari-ability and egocentric-allocentric weighting in our task. For example, movement times and other kinematic variables are often found to correlate in some way with the final reaching endpoints in tasks similar to ours (Heath et al. 2008) . Including some of these variables in our model may have further improved the resulting fits, but since our fits are already quite good, we assume that these extra variables do not contain much additional information in our case.
Although we found good agreement between our experimental results and our stability-/reliability-dependent MLE model, a full Bayesian model would allow for the influence of multiple prior probabilities on various stimulus-related and internally generated quantities. It has been found in both perceptual (Knill 2007a) and motor (Kording and Wolpert 2004) tasks that the brain often does operate on such Bayesian principles. Thus it might be interesting to see whether subjects could be trained to rely more heavily on the unstable landmarks in our experiment. This might be accomplished by providing trial-to-trial feedback on reaching performance such that subjects were led to believe that their responses were more accurate in the presence of the unstable landmarks. Finding such a reversal in behavior would constitute an excellent demonstration that the brain does rely on Bayesian principles when combining egocentric and allocentric information about reaching target location.
Aside from the stability-/reliability-dependent effects seen in our experiment, the fact that subjects could not ignore the visual landmarks even though they were instructed explicitly to do so-a seemingly simple task given that most subjects claimed in a debriefing session after the experiment to have subjectively detected the shift on at least some of the trials-is interesting in itself. Such a finding is consistent with an action-perception dissociation (Goodale and Milner 1992) . Moreover, this inability to ignore allocentric information could have numerous practical and experimental implications (e.g., in a room that is not completely dark, even barely visible visual geometric information might still be used by the brain and influence results).
Another seemingly innocuous stimulus is a fixation point used for gaze position. If not extinguished at the right time, this allocentric cue could influence the behavioral response. For example, reach tends to be biased toward the nearest irrelevant landmark (Diedrichsen et al. 2004 ). This could affect numerous studies, so we will highlight just one relevant example. When humans point or reach toward objects that are not aligned with gaze, the hand tends to overshoot relative to gaze (Bock 1986 ). This is thought to arise from some unknown error in the visuomotor transformation (Beurze et al. 2006; Henriques et al. 1998) . McGuire and Sabes (2009) modeled this by incorporating a misestimate of gaze direction relative to the desired reach direction, as well as several other features. The model was successful at independently reproducing most of their experimental data, but it overestimated the effect for larger retinal eccentricities (their Fig. 5 ). However, their continuously illuminated fixation light may have had a distance-dependent influence on performance (Diedrichsen et al. 2004 ) that was not accounted for in the model. Removal of the fixation point at the time of reaching might have improved the fits between their model and their data.
Possible physiological mechanisms
The neural mechanisms underlying reaching based on egocentric and allocentric cues remain elusive. Since Goodale and Milner (1992) introduced their influential action-perception model posterior parietal regions in the so-called dorsal visual stream have become strongly associated with visually guided action, whereas temporal regions in the ventral stream have become associated with visual perception. However, delayed action based on remembered targets has also been argued to depend on the ventral stream (Goodale et al. 2004) . Moreover, various emerging lines of evidence suggest that the dorsal stream processes egocentric visuospatial information, whereas the ventral stream deals more with allocentric informationwhether for action or perception (Carey et al. 2006; Schenk 2006) . In line with this idea, Thaler and Todd (2009) showed that the specific reference frame (egocentric or allocentric) used for a task affects response variance, but that such variance is unaffected by whether the task is related to action or perception. Other experiments suggest that egocentric and allocentric signals appear in both streams. For example, neurons in the lateral intraparietal area of the monkey show rudimentary feature responses (Sereno and Maunsell 1998) . However, it appears that highly detailed object-relative spatial information is represented in ventrolateral temporo-occipital areas comprising the ventral stream (Brincat and Connor 2004; Pasupathy and Connor 2002) .
Assuming that the initial detailed analysis of allocentric information is performed in the ventral visual stream, it still must enter the "dorsal stream" parietofrontal loop at some point to influence motor behavior. Consistent with this, egocentric and allocentric judgment tasks have been shown to produce elevated levels of activity in the right human posterior parietal cortex (Galati et al. 2000; Zaehle et al. 2007 ). In addition, monkeys trained to perform visuospatial tasks involving both egocentic and allocentric elements showed clear object-centered neural responses in prefrontal cortex (Olson and Tremblay 2000) and in posterior parietal cortex (Chafee et al. 2007; Crowe et al. 2008; Sabes et al. 2002) . Interestingly, the results reported by Crowe et al. (2008) suggest that egocentric representations of target location are formed in parietal cortex (specifically area 7a) before object-based ones. This could imply that the egocentric representations are being transformed into allocentric ones in parietal cortex or that the allocentric information is arriving there from elsewhere, possibly from ventral stream regions, as we describe in the following text.
The possibility that object-based allocentric information flows from the ventral visual stream to posterior parietal cortex is similar to the principle underlying a neural network model proposed by Byrne et al. (2007) . Within this model, landmarkbased allocentric representations of navigable space are initially found in medial temporal areas but must be transformed into egocentric representations via posterior parietal cortex to be used for path planning and mental imagery, for instance (for a review of evidence supporting this principle, see Vann et al. 2009 ). Indeed, Committeri et al. (2004) showed that egocentric, landmark-based allocentric and object-based allocentric tasks all produced activation in parietofrontal areas, whereas landmark-based allocentric tasks produced activation in ventromedial temporal areas and object-based allocentric tasks produced activation in ventrolateral areas of temporal and occipital cortices. Thus we speculate that object-based allocentric representations in our task were initially formed in the ventral visual stream and then transferred to the parietofrontal loop for visuomotor control via posterior parietal regions. This transfer could occur directly, or via reciprocal recurrent connections between the dorsal stream and the ventral stream at the level of occipital cortex (Merriam et al. 2007; Prime et al. 2008) .
Once allocentric information enters the parietofrontal loop, it might either be combined immediately with egocentric information to generate a single representation of target location that is maintained over memory delays or it might be maintained there separately until a reaching response is required. Whichever the case, numerous studies indicate that a dorsolateral prefrontal cortex-posterior parietal cortex loop is essential in the maintenance of spatial memory in a wide variety of working memory tasks (e.g., Chafee and Goldman-Rakic 1998; Koch et al. 2005 ). In the case of saccade targets both egocentric (Dassonville et al. 1992; Schlag and Schlag-Rey 1987; Andersen 1996, 1998) and allocentric (Olson and Gettner 1995; Sabes et al. 2002) representations of target location have been found in the parietofrontal loop. In the case of reaching targets a region of human parietal cortex, tentatively referred to as human parietal reach region (PRR), has been shown to support gaze-centered (i.e., egocentric) representations of reach target location during memory intervals (Medendorp et al. 2003a ). However, to our knowledge allocentric representations of reach target location have not been found in parietofrontal circuitry (but see Snyder et al. 1998) , so it is difficult to comment with any more certainty.
Another question is the physiological mechanism for the stability heuristic used in our model. It is likely in our experiment that cue vibration was detected by the MT/MST complex, which is exquisitely sensitive to visual motion and projects to both parietal and frontal movement areas (e.g., Ilg 2008). Again, however, it is highly uncertain where this information enters the parietofrontal loop. One speculative possibility is that egocentric and allocentric representations of target location are integrated in premotor cortex. This is suggested by the work of Verhagen et al. (2008) who showed that the ventral premotor region seems to be involved in integrating perceptual information from the ventral stream into the grasp plan.
Conclusions
In summary, we have provided the first demonstration using a cue-conflict paradigm that egocentric and allocentric visual information are combined in a stimulus-dependent fashion for generating reaching movements to visual targets. Importantly, perhaps we have shown that the underlying combination rule seems to depend on heuristics beyond an accounting for actual cue reliability. This finding is important because it shows that although the brain can make intelligent use of the various sources of information that are available to it, it might also depend to an extent on certain inflexible "rules of thumb." We have also shown that the underlying combination process, whatever its exact nature, is obligatory and cannot easily be overridden by conscious processes based on perception.
A P P E N D I X To calculate estimates for covariance matrices representing egocentric and allocentric reliability and motor noise and an estimate of the stability parameter p v,s , we first assumed that subjects in the two variability control experiments based their reaching responses on similar estimates as they did in the main experiment. Thus a reaching endpoint in the allocentric-variability experiment would be given by 
where symbols have meanings similar to those in Eqs. 1 and 2 and v has an identical meaning because the same experimental conditions were used in the allocentric-variability control as those in the main experiment. The superscript "a" is used on some of the variables in Eq. A1 to indicate that their values are not necessarily the same as the equivalent variables in Eqs. 1 and 2. Also, since subjects were exposed to identical reliability manipulations and stimulus characteristics in the allocentric-variability control experiment as in the main experiment, we assumed that r a;v,s a had the same covariance as allocentric information in the main experiment, i.e., ⌺ a;v,s . For the egocentric-variability control experiment, we have 
where v refers only to small versus large gaze shifts since there were no landmarks in this control experiment. However, we did assume that r e;v,s e was distributed with the same covariance as egocentric information in the main experiment. That is, we assumed that ⌺ e;sv_sgs,s and ⌺ e;lv_sgs,s from the main experiment were equal to ⌺ e;sgs,s from the control experiment and similarly for the sv_lgs and lv_lgs conditions. Thus we also refer to the covariance of r e; 
Fitting Eqs. 2, A3, and A4 yielded a set of residuals for each subject and each condition in each experiment. We denote the covariance matrices corresponding to residuals from the main cue-conflict, the allocentric-variability control, and the egocentric-variability control experiments by C v,s , C v,s a , and C v,s e , respectively. From the right-hand sides of Eqs. 1, A1, and A2 we calculated the expected values of these covariances, giving 
where the superscript T is the matrix transpose and I is the identity matrix.
Were it not for motor error we could simply use Eqs. A6 and A7 to solve for ⌺ a;v,s and ⌺ e;v,s in the main experiment. However, we require an estimate for ⌺ s m and for the stability parameter. We obtained this by presupposing that subjects were using a reliability-dependent MLE combination of egocentric and allocentric information. By doing this we could solve Eqs. A6 and A7 for ⌺ a;v,s and ⌺ e;v,s , substitute these values into Eqs. 3 and A5, and then substitute Eq. 3 into Eq. A5. This yielded a set of four 2 ϫ 2 matrix equations of the form Once we obtained estimates of ⌺ s m and p v,s for each subject, we used Eqs. A6 and A7 to calculate ⌺ a;v,s and ⌺ e;v,s for each subject in each condition. These values were then used with Eq. 3 to generate weight matrices for Eq. 2. As described in METHODS, we then used Eq. 2 to produce the set of MLE allocentric weights. The entire optimization procedure, including the calculation of ⌺ a;v,s and ⌺ e;v,s , was performed under the constraint that ⌺ s m , ⌺ a;v,s , and ⌺ e;v,s had to be real, symmetric, and positive definite (i.e., they had to be valid covariance matrices).
To generate confidence intervals for the differences between the MLE allocentric weights and the direct-fit weights in each experimental condition we first calculated the difference between each individual subject's MLE and direct-fit mean in that condition. We then resampled this set of differences (with replacement) 10,000 times and to produce 95% confidence intervals for the mean MLE/direct-fit allocentric weight difference in each condition. This procedure revealed no significant differences between our model and the data.
To investigate the importance of the stability parameter, we set p lv_sgs,s ϭ p lv_lgs,s ϭ 1 in Eq. 3 so that only the components of ⌺ s m varied in Eq. A9. Bootstrapping was performed for this reduced model in an identical fashion to the full model, revealing significant differences between MLE and direct-fit allocentric weights.
